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Question 7: “My heart's immense and ardent feeling for living Nature, which overwhelmed me 

with so great a joy and made the world about me a very paradise, has now become an unbearable 

torment” (Goethe 65). Discuss.  

 In Johann Wolfgang von Goethe’s The Sorrows of Young Werther, the eponymous 

protagonist is continually overwhelmed by an acute sensitivity to the world around him, even to 

the extent that he is emotionally incapacitated by his experiences. For Werther, society demands 

of him a degree of emotional suppression which he considers not only intolerable but impossible, 

insofar as he repeatedly finds himself incapable of overcoming his crippling artistic sensibilities. 

Crucially, Werther considers his own hypersensitivity and its concomitant powerlessness to 

necessarily and universally characterize every true artist. Therefore, for Werther, society and the 

artist are fundamentally irreconcilable with one another.  

 Over the course of a series of letters to his friend Wilhelm, Werther divulges the 

extraordinary character of his emotional vulnerability to experience. He writes of “how ardently 

my heart embraced it all,” and describes nature as an “overwhelming abundance” which is 

“immeasurable” and “incomprehensible” (65). Naturally, the sheer majesty and power of such a 

force would entail submission on the part of a human being, whom Werther considers to be “so 
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small” in comparison (65). He describes how “[i]mmense mountains surrounded me, chasms 

yawned at my feet, streams swollen by rain tumbled headlong” (65). Werther’s diction here is 

persistent in its attention to the near boundlessness of nature as an experiential resource. By 

romanticizing himself as the helpless recipient of a deluge of stimulation, he betrays the true 

character of his experience as necessarily passive. Elsewhere, Werther intensifies this 

characterization by depicting nature as a thing which seems to cling to his being and sap his 

powers: “the image of his devotion and tenderness follows me wherever I go, and […] I am all 

longing and languishing” (35-36). While apparently benign or even benevolent, this unavoidable 

image, in stoking his desires, seems to deplete his energies and render him lethargic and 

impotent. Werther appears strikingly aware of the danger implicit here, writing that “it will be the 

end of me. The glory of these visions, their power and magnificence, will be my undoing” (27). 

Even should he desire to be rid of these images and visions, however, their pursuant character 

renders deliverance unattainable. As Werther’s letters grow more frantic, it becomes evident that 

his own powerlessness has taken on a more explicitly corrosive quality, and the underlying 

danger has come to the fore: 

My heart’s immense and ardent feeling for living Nature, which overwhelmed me with 

so great a joy and made the world about me a very paradise, has now become an 

unbearable torment, a demon that goes with me everywhere, torturing me (65) 

Here, Werther attributes his agony to that same wonder which suffused his earlier writings. 

Additionally, he now depicts his sentiments as hounding him relentlessly, rather than the images 

or visions which aroused such sentiments. In other words, Werther’s own sensitivity is like a 

spectre which pursues him, now with some malicious intent, and which he is powerless to shake 
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from his spirit. Finally, Werther refuses Wilhelm’s offer to send him books, responding: “I do not 

want to be led on, stimulated, inspired any more, for this heart of mine is turbulent enough of its 

own accord” (28). Werther’s rejection of fresh stimulus suggests an awareness of his own 

powerlessness, for a capacity for emotional control would render such an avoidance entirely 

unnecessary. Indeed, he later writes that “[i]t is true that if my sickness could be cured, these 

people would cure me” (67). Werther appears tragically resigned to the fact of his volatile nature 

and its inevitable consequences, and understands hypersensitivity to be a property intrinsic to his 

being. When he rhetorically asks, “Does not the malady that consumes [a man’s] strength also 

rob him of the courage to seek his deliverance?” Werther’s understanding of the damning nature 

of his predicament shines through (58). For these reasons, Werther is not only incapable of 

overcoming his anguish, but is also cognizant of the inherent impossibility of such an act.  

 Unfortunately, such an act of willful emotional repression is, in Werther’s eyes, an 

essential prerequisite for becoming fully integrated into society. He proclaims: 

Oh, my friends! You ask why the torrent of genius so rarely pours forth, so rarely floods 

and thunders and overwhelms your astonished soul?—Because, dear friends, on either 

bank dwell the cool, respectable gentlemen, whose summer-houses, tulip beds and 

cabbage patches would all be washed away, and who are therefore highly skilled in 

averting future dangers in good time, by damming and digging channels. (33) 

Here, Werther clearly delineates the way in which the violence and fervour of artistic inspiration, 

such as that which so often seizes him, is diametrically opposed to civility and an acceptable 

social standing. Notice that everything in his language again emphasizes as requisite a certain 

powerlessness: the artist is merely witness to the munificence of the natural world, which is a 
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force that dominates as it sustains; its power is almost alarming. When Werther flirts with the 

idea of social integration, he is reminded of “the story of the horse that grew weary of freedom, 

had itself saddled and bridled, and was ridden into the ground,” confessing that he does “not 

know what to do” (67). Werther’s quandary is due to the intrinsic irreconcilability of his own 

nature, alive with freedom, and the emotionally tyrannical conditions according to which he feels 

society would have him live. The detestation he feels for such conditions comes to the surface in 

a number of his letters. He writes, for instance: 

The affairs of the world are no more than so much trickery, and a man who toils for 

money or honour or whatever else in deference to the wishes of others, rather than 

because his own desire or needs lead him to do so, will always be a fool. (55) 

In other words, only a fool would exchange a thing as peerless as personal emotional autonomy 

for a lavish social existence, which is but fraudulent and base. Werther is inconsistent in his 

response to society’s terms, however. For instance, notwithstanding his distaste for these 

requirements, he repeatedly attempts the very self-suppression which he has repeatedly despaired 

of and denounced—only to inevitably fail: “I tried to conceal the moving effect these words had 

on me. True, I was not able to do so for long” (39). Presumably, Werther is aware of the social 

stigma surrounding intense emotionality and finds himself compelled at least to attempt to 

adhere to its implicit policy of emotional self-suffocation. Nevertheless, in such instances, 

Werther’s failure only reaffirms his previous judgements and crystallizes his acquiescence to the 

darkness. Elsewhere, this acceptance assumes a defiantly obdurate character: “The doctor is a 

pedantic jack-fool of a fellow who […] considered my conduct beneath the dignity of sensible 

people; I could tell by his nose. But I did not let it bother me” (45). Werther’s refusal to prostitute 
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his soul for social approval or facility ultimately culminates in suicide. Such a terrible act, 

however, only attests to the depth of Werther’s conviction in the dichotomy between the artist 

and society which he has ascertained and delineated.  

 The implications of Goethe’s narrative, although it is highly personal, are not confined to 

Werther’s individual character; rather are Werther and his excruciating anguish representative of 

every artist. Indeed, for Werther himself, emotional vulnerability is synonymous with artistic 

sensibility. He writes: 

I am so happy, dear friend, so absorbed in this feeling of peaceful existence, that my art 

is suffering. I could not draw, not a single line, and yet I have never been a greater 

painter than in these moments. (26) 

In locating a person’s artistry not in their active artistic accomplishments but rather in their 

passive susceptibility to life, Werther performs a conflation with powerful implications. Society’s 

implicit contempt for such rapturous wonder has already been established. This attribution, 

therefore, lends universal import to a moment of otherwise intensely peculiar discrimination, and 

is crucial for understanding the critique underlying the narrative. Now, society’s disapproval of 

Werther and his corresponding incompatibility therewith have been extended to encompass every 

artist. For Werther, artistic authenticity is fundamentally at odds with the pretensions of society.  

  In The Sorrows, Werther demonstrates the relationship between his heightened emotional 

and artistic sensitivity and the darkness which begins gradually to consume him. He feels that 

society, in requiring that he overcome his nature, demands of him the vulgar and impossible. 

Both powerless and unwilling to comply, Werther’s only recourse is suicide. By having 

universalized his experiences, however, Werther, in committing suicide, implicitly accuses 
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society of having so constituted itself as to be emotionally inhospitable for every artist. 

Understood in this light, Werther’s final act is almost revolutionary: his radical self-assertion 

contains within it not only a condemnation of society, but also an unwavering demand for 

reciprocity and the freedom to experience emotional inspiration in its terrific entirety. Thus, by 

so dramatically refusing its terms, Werther challenges society to recreate itself into something 

adequate in authenticity to the artist.  
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